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SN1979C 

(Type IIL, M100, D=15.2 Mpc)

Evidence for BH remnant inferred from 
constant X-ray light curve over 12 years 

(1995-2007)
 

(Patnaude, Loeb & Jones, 2010, NewA,  16, 187)
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interaction (Immler et al., 2005). While the optical and radio emis-
sion have showed evolution over !25 years, X-ray observations of
SN 1979C show a markedly different behavior. As seen in Table 1,
the X-ray luminosity has remained remarkably constant over its
30 yr lifetime.

Kasen and Bildsten (2010) suggest that Type IIL SNe such as SN
1979C may have been magnetar powered. In the context of a mag-
netic dipole model, one can write the spindown luminosity as
Lp " 5# 1042B2

14P
$4
i erg s$1 for a magnetar with magnetic field B14

(in units of 1014 Gauss) and period Pi (in units of 10 ms), or as

Lp " 2# 1042B2
14 t=yr% &$2 erg s$1: %1&

The observed X-ray luminosity, LX, can be expressed as some
fraction, fx, of the magnetar spindown luminosity, i.e. LX = fxLp. In
Fig. 1 we plot the evolution of the X-ray luminosity for a dipole
magnetar-powered SN assuming that 1, 3, or 10% of the spindown
power is transferred into X-rays, with B14 = 1 and Pi = 1. We also
indicate the X-ray luminosity (from Table 1) as observed by the
ROSAT, XMM–Newton, Chandra, and Swift observatories, as well as
the early upper limit from the Einstein observatory HRI, where
the model predicted X-ray luminosity is more than two orders of
magnitude above the Einstein upper limit. As seen in Fig. 1 and also
in Table 1, the observed X-ray luminosity1 is remarkably constant
over time, with LX = (6.5 ± 0.1) # 1038 erg s$1.

Most importantly, even if the magnetar powered the SN only at
early times, it would have likely resulted in a clear detection by the
Einstein observatory. The above equation applies to a magnetic
dipole spindown. More generally, the magnetar luminosity can
be written as

Lp /
%l$ 1&

%1' t=tp&l
; %2&

where tp is the initial spindown time and l = 2 for magnetic dipole
spindown. At late times, Lp / t$l, and for all physical values of l the
luminosity decreases with time. If the X-ray luminosity is some frac-
tion of the spindown luminosity, the fraction will need to increase
with time, potentially up to unphysical values greater than unity,
in order for the observed X-ray luminosity to remain constant.

2.1. Spectral modeling

The combined Chandra ACIS-S spectrum of SN 1979C is shown
in Fig. 2. Immler et al. (2005) fit the XMM-Newton observation to
a two component thermal plasma model (MEKAL model in XSPEC2),
with kTlow " 0:77'0:17

$0:19 keV and kThigh " 2:31'1:95
$0:66 keV. They did not

find any evidence for strong absorption, with a fitted hydrogen col-
umn density NH ( 2.5 # 1020 cm$2 (see also Dickey and Lockman,
1990), and attribute the low temperature component to recently
shocked ejecta, and the high temperature component to emission
from swept–up circumstellar material (CSM). In their model, the
shocked circumstellar emission arises from a dense wind, with den-
sities of [105 cm$3 out to radii of 0.13 pc, yielding column densities
[1022 cm$2. Immler et al. (2005) argue that VLBI imaging at
t = 22 yr show no evidence for clumping in the CSM, indicating that
the CSM is remarkably uniform. If this were the case, then both the
XMM–Newton and Chandra ACIS-S spectrum would show strong
absorption at low energies. We fitted the Chandra ACIS-S spectrum
to a two component thermal plasma model, and found that the spec-
trum can be described by two thermal plasmas with temperatures
kT " 0:75'0:2

$0:3 and 1:86'0:88
$0:72 keV, which shows no evidence for the

level of absorption expected from the above properties of a hypo-
thetical dense smooth CSM. We note that our fitted parameters
and those of Immler et al. (2005) are consistent.

Recently, Bietenholz et al. (2010) reported on VLBI detection of a
central source in SN 1986 J. They argue that the small proper

Table 1
X-ray observations of SN 1979C.

Dt yr Count rate 10$4 cps FXa 10$14 erg cm$2 s$1 LXb 1038 erg s$1 Mission

0.7 <3.0 <2.3 <6.3 Einstein (HRI)
16.2 6.7 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 0.9 ROSAT (HRI)
20.6 42. ± 2.0 2.5 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.6 Chandra (ACIS-S)
22.7c ) ) ) 2.3 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.7 XMM–Newton (MOS)
26.5d 8.0 ± 0.9 2.3 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.7 Swift (XRT)
26.9 40. ± 0.8 2.4 ± 0.2 6.6 ± 0.5 Chandra (ACIS-S)
28.0 43. ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.5 Chandra (ACIS-S)

a Unabsorbed 0.3–2.0 keV flux assuming a 0.5 keV thermal Bremsstrahlung model with Galactic hydrogen column density of 2.4 # 1020 cm$2.
b Luminosity assumes a distance to M100 of 15.2 ± 0.1 Mpc (Freedman et al., 2001).
c Flux value taken from Immler et al. (2005).
d Values are from Swift XRT observations taken between 2005 and 2006, with the first observation performed on 2005–11–13.

Fig. 1. Evolution of the X-ray luminosity of SN 1979C. The dotted, dashed, and long-
dashed diagonal lines correspond to the evolution of the SN luminosity if it were
powered by the magnetic dipole spindown of a central magnetar for various X-ray
efficiencies, fx. The data points correspond to the 0.3–2.0 keV X-ray luminosities
with 1 $ r uncertainties, assuming a distance of 15.2 Mpc. The upper limit from the
Einstein observatory is depicted as an arrow. The heavy solid line corresponds to our
best fit value of a nearly constant X-ray luminosity.

1 To convert from the observed count rates to source fluxes and luminosities, we
assume an absorbed thermal bremsstrahlung model with nH = 2.4 # 1020 cm$2 and
kT = 0.5 keV.

2 http://heasarc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/.

188 D.J. Patnaude et al. / New Astronomy 16 (2010) 187–190
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SN1987A SN1998bw

Radio-loud (Turtle et al. 1987) and 
aspherical, > 10 s > 10 MeV neutrino 
burst, EK~1e51erg with relativistic jets 
(Nisenson & Papaliolios 1999) (with BH 
remnant?)

Radio-loud and aspherical with EK~2e51 
erg             (Hoeflich at al. 1999) with 
relativistic ejecta                   (Wieringa et 
al. 1999) 

 (Mej / 2M )
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GRB classification 

short: 
without SNe
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GRB classification 

short: 
without SNe

“without”

long GRB 970228/SN
GRB 980425/SN1998bw
GRB 011121/SN2001ke
GRB 021202/SN2002lt
GRB 030329/SN2003dh
GRB 050525A/SN2005nc
GRB 050824/SN
GRB 050904/SN
GRB 060218/SN2006aj
GRB 070419A/SN
GRB 080319B/SN
GRB 081007/SN2008hw
GRB 090618/SN
GRB 091127/SN2009nz
GRB 100316D/SN2010bh
GRB 101219B/SN2010ma

GRB 050820A
GRB 050911
GRB 060505
GRB 060614
GRB 070125

ISM-like (constant density)
no X-ray afterglow
no SN
no SN
halo, ISM-like

“with”
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Observational evidence for a class of relativistic CC-SNe

βej =
4.7% (typical)

5.7% (anomalous)

⎧
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Fig. 1.— (a): A (0.3-10) keV co-added archival image (total exposure of 64 ks) of M51
obtained pre-explosion using Swift/XRT in the time range June 2006 - May 2009. No sta-

tistically significant excess is detected at the SN2011dh position. (b): XRT observations
of M51 (total exposure of 78 ks) obtained after the discovery of SN2011dh clearly reveal

an X-ray source at the SN position. (c): Archival Chandra observations reveal no source
within 28 arcsec of the SN position (circle). (d): SN2011dh is detected in our Chandra

ToO observation on July 3. No bright contaminating X-ray sources are detected within the

extraction region. We restrict our XRT extraction region to 6-pix at late times to avoid the
faint source to the SW.

0.3-10 keV 
Swift/XRT

Chandra

SN1994i:    Type Ic,  M~12-30 solar
SN2005cs:  Type II,   M~18.1 solar
SN2011dh: Type II-P, M~13 solar

once every ~8.5 years?

           vej / c ~ 10%

M51: farm of 
CC-SNe at 8 Mpc 
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Rotationally powered aspherical relativistic SNe
Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1970, LeBlanc & Wilson 1970

Ostriker & Gunn 1971, Paczynski  1991

(e.g. Haensel et al., 2009, A&A, 502, 605)  

Natural outcome of massive progenitors in intra-
day binaries (e.g. Woosley 2003, Paczynski 1998)

proto-neutron star (PNS) Kerr black hole

Esp ≈ 3×10
52 erg

 
Esp ≈ 6 ×10

54 M
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Esp ≤ 7.5 ×10
52 erg (supramassive)
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(van Putten & Levinson, 2003, ApJ, 584,937) 

(e.g. Heger, Woosley & Spruit, 2005, ApJ, 626, 350)

Formation with superstrong magnetic fields?   

Production GRBs from baryon-poor jets?

(Dessart, et al., 2007, ApJ, 669, 585; 2008, ApJ, 673, L43) 
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Efficiency in expelling stellar envelope by 
magnetic winds:

(van Putten, Della Valle & Levinson, 2011, A&A Lett., to appear arXiv:1111.0137) 

1
2
βej <η < 1

Producing SNe from spindown of a proto-neutron star (PNS)

608 P. Haensel et al.: Keplerian frequency of neutron stars

Fig. 3. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for three EOSs of strange stars.
Strange stars possess maximal crust, with bottom density !b = !ND.
To obtain the dash lines, we used Eq. (6) with C = CSS = 1.15.

Table 2. Parameters of the bag models for strange stars.

EOS
B msc2 Mstat

max R1.4

[MeV fm!3] [MeV] [M"] [km]
SQM1 56 200 1.90 11.27
SQM2 45 185 2.02 11.86
SQM3 67 205 1.65 9.94

B – MIT bag constant, ms – strange quark mass. For all models, the
QCD coupling constant equals "s = 0.2. The maximum allowable
mass for non-rotating stars, Mstat

max, and the circumferential radius of
non-rotating stars of 1.4 M", R1.4, are given in the last two columns,
respectively.

As we see in Fig. 3, the precision of an empirical formula within
the mass range 0.5 M" < M < 0.9 Mstat

max is as high as for neutron
stars (typical relative deviation within 2%, largest deviation of
about 4% at highest masses). However, the value of C is higher
than for neutron stars.

Let us consider now quark star models with less
massive crusts. These models were constructed assuming
!b < !ND. The e!ect on the optimum value CSS #
fK(M) (M/M")!1/2 (R/10 km)3/2 turned out to be very small. At
a fixed M, a decrease of !b leads to an increase of fK (a more
compact star). Simultaneously, however, the static value of R(M)
decreases, and therefore both e!ects cancel out to a large extent.
Consequently, CSS depends rather weakly on the crust mass, and
one may use CSS = 1.15 kHz for any crust size.

If strange quark matter is not the ground state of the mat-
ter at zero pressure, strange stars bound by the strong interac-
tions cannot exist. However, one can still consider hybrid stars
bound by gravitation, with quark matter cores inside a baryon
envelope. Rapid rotation of hybrid stars with quark cores was
studied by Ippolito et al. (2008). The transition to quark mat-
ter usually strongly softens the EOS, and decreases the values
of Mrot

max and Mstat
max. However, a quark core does not appear be-

low 0.9 Mstat
max and therefore does not appreciably influence the

Fig. 4. (Color online) Gravitational mass, M, versus equatorial radius,
Req, for static and rigidly rotating neutron stars, based on the DH EOS.
Solid line S: static models (i.e., R(M)). Solid line K: Keplerian (mass-
shedding) configurations (i.e., RK(M)). The area, bounded by the S,
K curves and a dash line SmaxKmax, consists of points corresponding to
stationary rotating configurations. Configurations belonging to a shaded
triangular area above the dotted line Smax ! K0

max have baryon mass Mb
higher than the maximum allowable baryon mass for non-rotating stars,
Mstat

b,max. Three lines corresponding to neutron stars rotating stably at
f = 641 Hz, 716 Hz, and 1122 Hz are labeled with rotation frequencies.
The nearly horizontal dotted line S1.4 ! K1.4 corresponds to configura-
tions with fixed baryon number equal to that of the non-rotating star
of gravitational mass M = 1.4 M". Generally, solid lines connecting
filled circles with filled squares correspond to M = const., while dot-
ted lines connecting filled circles with open squares correspond to stars
with Mb = const. For further explanations see the text.

value of C, which is essentially identical to CNS. This situation
is qualitatively similar to the case of kaon condensation, appear-
ing in the GMGS-Km and GMGS-Kp EOSs.

7. Static and rotating configurations
in the mass-radius plane

The formulae for fK(M) are based on a one-to-one correspon-
dence between a static configuration S, belonging to static
boundary S of the region of rotating configurations, and the ro-
tation frequency of a Keplerian configuration K on the K bound-
ary. This correspondence is visualized in Fig. 4, based on the
numerical results obtained for the DH EOS. The frequency of
rotation of a Keplerian configuration K is obtained via the mass
and radius of a static configuration S with same M. Both config-
urations are connected by a horizontal line in the Req !M plane.

The empirical formula for the absolute upper bound on f of
stably rotating configurations for a given EOS, f EOS

max (Haensel
& Zdunik 1989; Friedman et al. 1989; Shapiro et al. 1989;
Lattimer et al. 1990; Haensel et al. 1995), is of a di!erent char-
acter. It results from an (approximate but precise) one-to-one
correspondence between the parameters of two extremal

Ew = η−1ESN ≤ Ec

remnant stellar envelopemagnetic wind

Ec =
3×1052  erg (PNS)

7.5 ×1052  erg (sPNS)

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

Haensel et al., 2009, A&A, 502, 605

βej =
4.5% (typical)

5.7% (relativistic)

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

(supramassive PNS)

(baryon-poor to baryon-rich winds)

(s)PNS

Bisnovatyi-Kogan, G.S., 1970, Astron. Zh., 47, 813
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Table 1. Energetics of some hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs and derived priors, where BH refers to spindown of a rapidly rotat-
ing black hole and “indet” refers to the indeterminate case of spindown of either a rapidly spinning BH or PNS. Low-luminosity GRBs
(Eγ < 1049) are attributed to baryon-rich winds (Dessart et al.(2007), Dessart et al.(2008)) or short-lived baryon-poor jets (Bromberg et al.(2011),
Nakar & Sari(2011)), where the former (η = 1) defines a conservative lower bound on Erot. For GRB-SNe with typical values of Eγ we use
η = 0.25 (βe j = 0.5) to test feasibility of spindown of a PNS. References refer to SNe except for GRB 070125. Energies are in units of 1051 erg.

GRB Supernova Redshift z Eγ Etot ES N η Erot/Ec Prior Ref.
SN2005ap 0.283 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1
SN2007bi 0.1279 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1

GRB 980425 Sn1998bw 0.008 < 0.001 50 1 1.7 BH 2
GRB 031203 SN2003lw 0.1055 < 0.17 60 0.25 10 BH 3
GRB 060218 SN2006aj 0.033 < 0.04 2 0.25 0.25 indet 4
GRB 100316D SN2006aj 0.0591 0.037-0.06 10 0.25 1.3 BH 5
GRB 030329 SN2003dh 0.1685 0.07-0.46 40 0.25 5.3 BH 6
GRB 050820A 1.71 42 1.4 BH 7
GRB 050904 6.295 12.9 0.43 indet 7
GRB 070125 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 7
GRB 080319B 0.937 30 1.0 BH 7
GRB 080916C 4.25 10.2 0.34 indet 7
GRB 090926A 2.1062 14.5 0.48 indet 8
GRB 070125 (halo event) 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 9

1. Gal-yam et al.(2009), Quimby et al.(2009); 2. Galama et al.(1998); 3. Malesani et al.(2004); 4. Masetti et al.(2006), Modjaz et al.(2006),
Campana et al.(2006), Sollerman et al.(2006), Mirabal et al.(2006), Pian et al.(2006), Cobb et al.(2006); 5. Chornock et al.(2010),
Bufano et al.(2011). 6. Stanek et al.(2003), Hjorth et al.(2003), Matheson et al.(2003); 7. Cenko et al.(2010); 8. de Ugarte Postigo et al.(2011); 9.
Chandra et al.(2008).

genuine absence of a supernova, as in, e.g., the Swift event

GRB060614 at z = 0.125 (Della Valle et al.(2006)).

3. Use of a positive prior on black hole spindown

Determining that a transient cannot derive from the spin-
down of a rapidly rotating PNP is an interesting prior
for two reasons. First, the gravitational-wave luminos-
ity produced by spindown of a PNS is highly uncertain,
despite the plethora of emission channels for multiple
mass-moments by acoustic modes, convection, differ-
ential rotation and magnetic fields (Rees et al.(1974),
Owen et al.(1998), Cutler & Thorne(2002), Cutler(2002),
Arras et al.(2003), Howell et al.(2004), Dall’Osso et al.(2009),
Andersson et al.(2011), Regimbau(2011)). Second, ruling out a
PNS directs our attention to black holes as a probable alternative
with entirely different emission channels. Potentially, the most
relevant are emissions from multipole mass-moments in a
high density inner disk or torus, that result from spindown of
the central black hole with an output in gravitational waves
(van Putten & Levinson(2003)) of Egw[BH] ∼ 1054

M1 erg, rep-
resenting a sizable fraction of aforementioned Erot = 6×1054

M1
erg of a rapidly rotating black hole. Note that Egw[BH] ex-
ceeds the estimated output of gravitational wave emissions in
hyper-accreting black holes (Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003a),
Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003b)) with similar frequencies but
distinct time-frequency trajectories. In this process, BPJs
emanate along the spin axis of a rotating black bole with an

output E j accompanied by baryon-rich disk or torus winds for
a duration set by the lifetime of rapid spin of the black hole
with a time scale of about one minute (van Putten(1999)), sat-
isfying (van Putten & Levinson(2003), van Putten et al.(2011))
EBPJ � 4 × 1052

M1 (θH/0.5)4 erg, Ew ≥ 4 × 1053
M1 erg, where

θH refers to the half-opening angle of an open magnetic

flux-tube subtended on the black hole event horizon in its

lowest energy state. This outlook comfortably satisfies the
required energies for hyper-energetic events, in both Etot and
ES N ≥ 1

2βe jEw.

The anticipated negative chirps, associated with the expan-
sion of the Inner Most Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO) during relax-
ation of a near-extreme Kerr black hole to a slowly rotating black
hole can be effectively searched for by a dedicated Time Sliced
Matched Filtering (TSMF) method (van Putten et al.(2011)).
Model results show that spin down of black holes should be de-
tectable to a distance about ten times further out than the spin
down of neutron stars. Equivalently, they would be observable
at similar event rates if the relative branching ratio of CC-SNe
producing them is of order 1:1000.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The above line of argumentation shows that six (two) of the
hyper-energetic GRB-supernovae and GRB-afterglow emissions
such as listed in Table 1 cannot be produced by spindown of a
PNS (sPNS). This result follows from energetic limitations

of (s)PNS, leaving aside challenges to their formation (e.g.

Heger et al.(2005)). These events can, instead, be powered by
spindown of rotating black holes with a distinct prospect for their
gravitational waves of interest to LIGO, Virgo and the LCGT.

The proposed focus on electromagnetic priors exemplifies
a practical multimessenger approach, complementary to others
with similar scientific objectives focused on, e.g., long GRBs
and high- energy neutrino emissions (Baret et al.(2011)),
see further (Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010a),
Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010b), Pradier(2009),
van Elewyck et al.(2009)). An interesting open question is
incorporating priors in model-independent all-sky surveys in
gravitational waves (Abadie et al.(2011)).

It should be noted that GRB-SNe are very rare phe-
nomena compared to SN explosions without GRBs,
as only 0.4-3% of SNe-Ib/c become GRB progenitors
(Guetta & Della Valle(2007)). It implies that less, or much less,
than 1% of all CC-SNe produce GRBs. Given these rates one
can predict, on the basis of SN counts (Cappellaro et al.(1999),
Mannuci et al.(2005), Smartt et al.(2009)), a rate of about 0.5
up to 3.6 GRB-SNe per year within a distance of 100 Mpc
- the scale of the local Universe of interest to the planned

3

Sample of hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs

Etot = Eγ + Ek

Ek : from calorimetry on afterglow emissions and/or accompanying 
SN (if present, and observationally limited to 0.17 z)
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Table 1. Energetics of some hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs and derived priors, where BH refers to spindown of a rapidly rotat-
ing black hole and “indet” refers to the indeterminate case of spindown of either a rapidly spinning BH or PNS. Low-luminosity GRBs
(Eγ < 1049) are attributed to baryon-rich winds (Dessart et al.(2007), Dessart et al.(2008)) or short-lived baryon-poor jets (Bromberg et al.(2011),
Nakar & Sari(2011)), where the former (η = 1) defines a conservative lower bound on Erot. For GRB-SNe with typical values of Eγ we use
η = 0.25 (βe j = 0.5) to test feasibility of spindown of a PNS. References refer to SNe except for GRB 070125. Energies are in units of 1051 erg.

GRB Supernova Redshift z Eγ Etot ES N η Erot/Ec Prior Ref.
SN2005ap 0.283 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1
SN2007bi 0.1279 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1

GRB 980425 Sn1998bw 0.008 < 0.001 50 1 1.7 BH 2
GRB 031203 SN2003lw 0.1055 < 0.17 60 0.25 10 BH 3
GRB 060218 SN2006aj 0.033 < 0.04 2 0.25 0.25 indet 4
GRB 100316D SN2006aj 0.0591 0.037-0.06 10 0.25 1.3 BH 5
GRB 030329 SN2003dh 0.1685 0.07-0.46 40 0.25 5.3 BH 6
GRB 050820A 1.71 42 1.4 BH 7
GRB 050904 6.295 12.9 0.43 indet 7
GRB 070125 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 7
GRB 080319B 0.937 30 1.0 BH 7
GRB 080916C 4.25 10.2 0.34 indet 7
GRB 090926A 2.1062 14.5 0.48 indet 8
GRB 070125 (halo event) 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 9

1. Gal-yam et al.(2009), Quimby et al.(2009); 2. Galama et al.(1998); 3. Malesani et al.(2004); 4. Masetti et al.(2006), Modjaz et al.(2006),
Campana et al.(2006), Sollerman et al.(2006), Mirabal et al.(2006), Pian et al.(2006), Cobb et al.(2006); 5. Chornock et al.(2010),
Bufano et al.(2011). 6. Stanek et al.(2003), Hjorth et al.(2003), Matheson et al.(2003); 7. Cenko et al.(2010); 8. de Ugarte Postigo et al.(2011); 9.
Chandra et al.(2008).

genuine absence of a supernova, as in, e.g., the Swift event

GRB060614 at z = 0.125 (Della Valle et al.(2006)).

3. Use of a positive prior on black hole spindown

Determining that a transient cannot derive from the spin-
down of a rapidly rotating PNP is an interesting prior
for two reasons. First, the gravitational-wave luminos-
ity produced by spindown of a PNS is highly uncertain,
despite the plethora of emission channels for multiple
mass-moments by acoustic modes, convection, differ-
ential rotation and magnetic fields (Rees et al.(1974),
Owen et al.(1998), Cutler & Thorne(2002), Cutler(2002),
Arras et al.(2003), Howell et al.(2004), Dall’Osso et al.(2009),
Andersson et al.(2011), Regimbau(2011)). Second, ruling out a
PNS directs our attention to black holes as a probable alternative
with entirely different emission channels. Potentially, the most
relevant are emissions from multipole mass-moments in a
high density inner disk or torus, that result from spindown of
the central black hole with an output in gravitational waves
(van Putten & Levinson(2003)) of Egw[BH] ∼ 1054

M1 erg, rep-
resenting a sizable fraction of aforementioned Erot = 6×1054

M1
erg of a rapidly rotating black hole. Note that Egw[BH] ex-
ceeds the estimated output of gravitational wave emissions in
hyper-accreting black holes (Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003a),
Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003b)) with similar frequencies but
distinct time-frequency trajectories. In this process, BPJs
emanate along the spin axis of a rotating black bole with an

output E j accompanied by baryon-rich disk or torus winds for
a duration set by the lifetime of rapid spin of the black hole
with a time scale of about one minute (van Putten(1999)), sat-
isfying (van Putten & Levinson(2003), van Putten et al.(2011))
EBPJ � 4 × 1052

M1 (θH/0.5)4 erg, Ew ≥ 4 × 1053
M1 erg, where

θH refers to the half-opening angle of an open magnetic

flux-tube subtended on the black hole event horizon in its

lowest energy state. This outlook comfortably satisfies the
required energies for hyper-energetic events, in both Etot and
ES N ≥ 1

2βe jEw.

The anticipated negative chirps, associated with the expan-
sion of the Inner Most Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO) during relax-
ation of a near-extreme Kerr black hole to a slowly rotating black
hole can be effectively searched for by a dedicated Time Sliced
Matched Filtering (TSMF) method (van Putten et al.(2011)).
Model results show that spin down of black holes should be de-
tectable to a distance about ten times further out than the spin
down of neutron stars. Equivalently, they would be observable
at similar event rates if the relative branching ratio of CC-SNe
producing them is of order 1:1000.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The above line of argumentation shows that six (two) of the
hyper-energetic GRB-supernovae and GRB-afterglow emissions
such as listed in Table 1 cannot be produced by spindown of a
PNS (sPNS). This result follows from energetic limitations

of (s)PNS, leaving aside challenges to their formation (e.g.

Heger et al.(2005)). These events can, instead, be powered by
spindown of rotating black holes with a distinct prospect for their
gravitational waves of interest to LIGO, Virgo and the LCGT.

The proposed focus on electromagnetic priors exemplifies
a practical multimessenger approach, complementary to others
with similar scientific objectives focused on, e.g., long GRBs
and high- energy neutrino emissions (Baret et al.(2011)),
see further (Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010a),
Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010b), Pradier(2009),
van Elewyck et al.(2009)). An interesting open question is
incorporating priors in model-independent all-sky surveys in
gravitational waves (Abadie et al.(2011)).

It should be noted that GRB-SNe are very rare phe-
nomena compared to SN explosions without GRBs,
as only 0.4-3% of SNe-Ib/c become GRB progenitors
(Guetta & Della Valle(2007)). It implies that less, or much less,
than 1% of all CC-SNe produce GRBs. Given these rates one
can predict, on the basis of SN counts (Cappellaro et al.(1999),
Mannuci et al.(2005), Smartt et al.(2009)), a rate of about 0.5
up to 3.6 GRB-SNe per year within a distance of 100 Mpc
- the scale of the local Universe of interest to the planned

3

Sample of hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs

Etot = Eγ + Ek

Ek : from calorimetry on afterglow emissions and/or accompanying 
SN (if present, and observationally limited to 0.17 z)

black 
holes?
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Multimessenger emissions 
(GWs, MeV neutrinos and magnetic winds)

Ma
bLH

cs ≈ cA ≈ 0.1c

Thermal and magnetic pressure-
induced Papaloizou-Pringle instability 

van Putten 2002, van Putten & Levinson 2003

or magnetic-pressure type instabilities
(Bromberg et al. 2006)

Study spindown in light curve in gamma-rays by matched filtering 
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matter at ISCO with GW emissions

matter further out with no GW emissions

Model C:                  spindown of PNS

Spin down of black holes and proto-neutron stars
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Matched filtering produces accurate 
offset in time and normalization of 

each burst

Results of averaging are stable against 
choice of template

Individually normalized GRB light curves

2240 M. H. P. M. van Putten and A. C. Gupta

following two closely related models for the poloidal magnetic
field of energy EB ! 1

6 B2R3 supported by an inner disc of radius
RD, mass MD and kinetic energy Ek. To leading order, we have
Ek = GMMD

2RD
, so that for supermassive and stellar mass BHs

MD ! 120 M"
!

Ek

15EB

" !
RD

6Rg

"4 !
M2

9

T7

"
, (8)

MD ! 0.1 M"
!

Ek

15EB

" !
RD

6Rg

"4 !
M

7 M"

"2 !
20s
T90

"
(9)

with characteristic matter densities of 7.9 # 10$11 g cm $3 and,
respectively, 1.9 # 1011 g cm $3 (close to the neutron drip line).
The associated Alfvén velocities vA/c = B/

#
4!"c2 + B2, where

c denotes the velocity of light, are universal, vA [ AGN ] = 0.1052c
and, respectively, vA [ GRB ] = 0.1072 c, and are mildly relativistic.

3 G R B S FRO M ROTAT I N G B L AC K H O L E S

Long GRBs represent the complete life cycle of a relativistic inner
engine (e.g. Piran & Sari 1998). The recent Swift discovery of the
long GRB 060614 poses the challenge to identify a common inner
engine to long GBRs with and without supernovae.

In suspended accretion, the evolution of a rapidly spinning BH
ensues on a viscous time-scale by spin-down against surrounding
high-density matter (van Putten 1999; van Putten & Ostriker 2001).
The durations of long GRBs are consistent with the lifetime of rapid
spin of a BH in interaction with high-density matter at its magnetic
stability limit (van Putten & Levinson 2003). This applies to newly
born, as in core-collapse (CC) of massive stars (Woosley 1993),
or in the binary merger of a neutron star with a companion BH or
neutron star. Both scenarios produce a BH torus system (van Putten
& Levinson 2003).

We searched for the presence of a viscous time-scale in the GRB
light curves of long events in the BATSE catalogue using matched
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Figure 1. A comparison of two low-variability events, GRB 970508 and GRB 980425, and a template light curve for GRBs from rotating BHs. The two events
display a characteristic FRED. The data are scaled in duration and count rate to compare their shape with the template. Note that the true time-of-onset t%0 is
slightly before the t0 = 0 in BATSE timing. The GRB light curves have been plotted with a positive and negative offset in normalized count rates for clarity.

filtering. To this end, we average normalized light curves (nLCs) in
durations and count rates, following translations in time, for a best-
fit against a template produced by viscous spin-down (equations
7 in van Putten 2008a). We choose the template of an initially
extremal black hole, and model its jet-luminosity Lj & #2

Hz2Ek in
the approximation Ek & (#DRD)2e(z), where e(z) =

'
1 $ 2/3/z

denotes the specific energy of matter with angular velocity #D at
the ISCO (Bardeen 1970) and z2 models a correlation of $ 4

H with
RD = zM . Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the template with the nLCs
of two notable low-variable, low-luminosity events (Reichert et al.
2001). Because these single Fast Rise Exponential Decay (FRED)
like light events are rare, we next focus on typical, highly variable
light curves from a list of consecutive BATSE triggers, and hence
with no selection criteria. Fig. 2 shows some typical fits to the
template.

Light curves of GRBs are remarkably diverse, and few look sim-
ilar. Variability in GRB light curves of long events shows a most
variable event, GRB 990510, and least variable events, such as
GRB 970508 and GRB 980425, while variability and luminosity
are correlated (Reichert et al. 2001). The shortest time-scales of
variability reflect intermittency of a long-lived inner engine (Piran
& Sari 1998). For GRB-afterglow emissions produced by baryon-
poor jets (Shemi & Piran 1990; Frail et al. 2001), variability at
intermediate and small time-scales is expected from unsteady radi-
ation processes and modulations by orientation effects, especially
for rotationally powered inner engines. An accretion disc or torus
is in a state of forced turbulence (van Putten 1999) and may be pre-
cessing (Portegies Zwart & McMillian 2000), and their interactions
with the central BH should be intermittent, but much less due to
time-variability in accretion in the suspended accretion state. Fur-
thermore, the light curves are inherently scaled in energy, photon
count rates and durations by their redshifts.

We extract an ensemble average in the form of a nLC, wherein
all short time-scale fluctuations have been filtered out relative to the
T90 of each individual burst by averaging of the individually nLCs
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Figure 2. Shown are examples of template fits to various long bursts with normalized durations in the sample L1: 2 < T90 < 20 s, for both the block-type
and Kerr templates. In each window, the horizontal axis refers to normalized time (au) and the vertical axis refers to normalized count rates (au). Fitting to a
template gives a zeroing of the burst by translations in time defined on the basis of the entire shape of the burst relative to the template, illustrated by Trigger
160, different from using special instants such as the BATSE t0 data. Light curves are subsequently normalized and averaged to produce a nLC.

against a fixed template. In our procedure, we translate and scale
the data to fit a template for producing stable zeroing of the bursts
by translation in time followed by normalization to permit taking an
ensemble average. It filters out variabilities in the ensemble of light
curves at sub-dominant time-scales, and is not focused on studying
individual light curves.

Our focus is complementary to the mean spectral properties of
GRBs (Fishman et al. 1989), statistics of sub-bursts (Reichert et al.
2001; Quillan et al. 2002), linear temporal profiles in light curves
(McBreen et al. 2002a,b) or modelling selected light curves to
bright events (Portegies Zwart & McMillian 2000; Lei et al. 2007).
Matched filtering is different from earlier approaches based on the
BATSE timing signals of the starting time, T50, T90 and peak count
rates (Mitrofanov et al. 1996; Fenimore 1999). Quite generally,
template matching gives stability for burst alignments and scalings,
much more so than BATSE timing signals. On this basis, our results
disprove the earlier suggestion of a linear decay in the average GRB
light curves (Fenimore 1999), which is also not seen in Mitrofanov
et al. (1996).

We have verified that our nLC is stable against a choice of tem-
plate. Fig. 3 shows very similar results obtained for the Kerr tem-
plate and block-type template (Fig. 3). The matching procedure is
consistent, in that block- and Kerr-type templates produce a match
of their full width at half-maximum (FWHM), shown in the lower
window of Fig. 3. Matched filtering thus creates an nLC as a unique
diagnostic for the underlying slow-time behaviour, by filtering out
the diversity in GRB light curves due to intermittencies, orientation
effects and redshifts.

The exponential decay in the nLC (Fig. 4) is in good agreement
with viscous spin-down of Kerr BHs by dissipation of spin energy
in the event horizon which, to leading order, represents the cre-
ation of an astronomical amount of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy,

given an efficiency over the entire process of spin-down of at most
60 per cent and in view of the exceptionally low Hawking temper-
atures of the horizon of a stellar mass black hole. Thus, entropy is
increased by at least 40 per cent of the maximally possible increase

SH,i = 2!M2 ! SH,f = 4!M2, (10)

where " changes from "i = !/2 to "f = 0. To the next order,
the energetic output of the BH is in various radiation channels by
surrounding matter and, to much higher order, in radiation along
the spin-axis of the BH.

The GRB afterglow arises by dissipation of the kinetic energy
in ultra-relativistic baryon-poor jets in internal and external shocks
(Shemi & Piran 1990). Modelling by Poynting flux along an open
magnetic flux tube in the force-free limit (Goldrech & Julian 1969;
Blandford & Znajek 1977; Thorne et al. 1986) supported by an
equilibrium magnetic moment of the BH surrounded by a uniformly
magnetized disc or torus predicts a correlation between the peak
energy Ep, the true energy in gamma-rays E# and the durations T90

as measured in the local rest-frame, given by (van Putten 2008b)

EpT
1/2

90 " E# , (11)

showing a Pearson coefficient of 0.85 in the HETE-II and Swift data
(Amati et al. 2002; Ghirlanda, Ghisellini & Lazzati 2004; Ghisillini
et al. 2007), compiled in fig. 1 of van Putten (2008b).

We attribute the correlation between variability and luminosity
(Reichert et al. 2001) to the angular distribution of beamed outflows
from open flux tubes with a finite horizon opening angle, consistent
with observations (Frail et al. 2001). Their output (luminosity den-
sity per steradian) increases with angle between the line-of-sight
and the spin-axis of the BH, reaching its maximum along magnetic
field lines suspended at a half-opening $H # M/RT on the event
horizon set by poloidal curvature in the inner torus magnetosphere,

C$ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 394, 2238–2246
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TABLE I. Summary on the nLC over tk�[−1, 3] (k = 1, 2, · · · , ν = 400) of two ensembles of N = 300

long GRBs to templates derived from spindown of black holes (14) and PNS (17).

Quantity Symbol 2 s < T90 < 20 s T90 > 20 s �T90� ≥ 120 s

mean duration T90[s] 9.8 72 119.6-182.9

ensemble size N 300 300 60

(sub-)interval I [-3,1], [-1,0], [0,3] [-3,1], [-1,0], [0,3] [-3,1]

convergence nLC σA[%] 0.98, 0.65, 0.11 1.2, 1.3, 1.2

σB[%] 0.67, 0.94, 0.19 1.2, 1.1, 1.2

σC [%] 0.15, 0.12, 0.15 1.6, 1.4, 1.7

deviation δ ΣA[%] 4.0, 5.0, 3.3 3.5, 5.4, 1.4

ΣB[%] 8.7, 14, 5.2 5.6, 7.9, 2.9

ΣC [%] 13, 12, 12 8.3, 7.9, 6.7

goodness-of-fit χ2
red,A 1.38

χ2
red,B 3.50

χ2
red,C 4.38

Fig. 6 shows χ for ensembles of 60 light curves with a mean T90 increasing from one to three minutes.

The results show that χ becomes essentially independent of duration when the mean T90 of the ensembles

exceeds 20 s, or about 10 s in the comoving frame of the events based on their general correlation to the

cosmic star formation rate. Quite generally, a number of processes may be present with time constants

up to seconds in all long bursts, that are independent of the durations. Imprints of these processes in the

nLC diminishes with increasing mean T90 of the ensemble at hand. The nσ confidence interval for χ2
red

associated with our moving average in time T90 over subsamples of nlcik (ik = 1, 2, · · · 60) are (e.g. Andrae

et al. (2010))

0.6349 ≤ χ2
red ≤ 1.3651 (n = 2), (25)

0.4487 ≤ χ2
red ≤ 1.5477 (n = 3), (26)

0.2693 ≤ χ2
red ≤ 1.7303 (n = 4), (27)

0.0871 ≤ χ2
red ≤ 1.9129 (n = 5), (28)

where those of n = 2, 3, 4 are included in Fig. 6. The results for χ2
red in the limit of long durations exceeding

two minutes show a convergence to about 2σ for model A. Models B and C are essentially ruled out base on

χ2
red ≥ 4.

Fig. 6 further shows χ2
red for the fall in nLC on I = [0, 3]. Here, the χ2

red of models A and B are both

within the 3σ confidence interval, whereby these alternatives are statistically indistinguishable. Model C,

however, is essentially ruled out, whose χ2
red is near the boundary of the 5σ confidence interval.

Neutrino-dominated

GW-dominated

spindown PNS

T90
1+ z

~ 10s
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Table 1. Energetics of some hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs and derived priors, where BH refers to spindown of a rapidly rotat-
ing black hole and “indet” refers to the indeterminate case of spindown of either a rapidly spinning BH or PNS. Low-luminosity GRBs
(Eγ < 1049) are attributed to baryon-rich winds (Dessart et al.(2007), Dessart et al.(2008)) or short-lived baryon-poor jets (Bromberg et al.(2011),
Nakar & Sari(2011)), where the former (η = 1) defines a conservative lower bound on Erot. For GRB-SNe with typical values of Eγ we use
η = 0.25 (βe j = 0.5) to test feasibility of spindown of a PNS. References refer to SNe except for GRB 070125. Energies are in units of 1051 erg.

GRB Supernova Redshift z Eγ Etot ES N η Erot/Ec Prior Ref.
SN2005ap 0.283 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1
SN2007bi 0.1279 > 10 1 > 0.3 indet 1

GRB 980425 Sn1998bw 0.008 < 0.001 50 1 1.7 BH 2
GRB 031203 SN2003lw 0.1055 < 0.17 60 0.25 10 BH 3
GRB 060218 SN2006aj 0.033 < 0.04 2 0.25 0.25 indet 4
GRB 100316D SN2006aj 0.0591 0.037-0.06 10 0.25 1.3 BH 5
GRB 030329 SN2003dh 0.1685 0.07-0.46 40 0.25 5.3 BH 6
GRB 050820A 1.71 42 1.4 BH 7
GRB 050904 6.295 12.9 0.43 indet 7
GRB 070125 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 7
GRB 080319B 0.937 30 1.0 BH 7
GRB 080916C 4.25 10.2 0.34 indet 7
GRB 090926A 2.1062 14.5 0.48 indet 8
GRB 070125 (halo event) 1.55 25.3 0.84 indet 9

1. Gal-yam et al.(2009), Quimby et al.(2009); 2. Galama et al.(1998); 3. Malesani et al.(2004); 4. Masetti et al.(2006), Modjaz et al.(2006),
Campana et al.(2006), Sollerman et al.(2006), Mirabal et al.(2006), Pian et al.(2006), Cobb et al.(2006); 5. Chornock et al.(2010),
Bufano et al.(2011). 6. Stanek et al.(2003), Hjorth et al.(2003), Matheson et al.(2003); 7. Cenko et al.(2010); 8. de Ugarte Postigo et al.(2011); 9.
Chandra et al.(2008).

genuine absence of a supernova, as in, e.g., the Swift event

GRB060614 at z = 0.125 (Della Valle et al.(2006)).

3. Use of a positive prior on black hole spindown

Determining that a transient cannot derive from the spin-
down of a rapidly rotating PNP is an interesting prior
for two reasons. First, the gravitational-wave luminos-
ity produced by spindown of a PNS is highly uncertain,
despite the plethora of emission channels for multiple
mass-moments by acoustic modes, convection, differ-
ential rotation and magnetic fields (Rees et al.(1974),
Owen et al.(1998), Cutler & Thorne(2002), Cutler(2002),
Arras et al.(2003), Howell et al.(2004), Dall’Osso et al.(2009),
Andersson et al.(2011), Regimbau(2011)). Second, ruling out a
PNS directs our attention to black holes as a probable alternative
with entirely different emission channels. Potentially, the most
relevant are emissions from multipole mass-moments in a
high density inner disk or torus, that result from spindown of
the central black hole with an output in gravitational waves
(van Putten & Levinson(2003)) of Egw[BH] ∼ 1054

M1 erg, rep-
resenting a sizable fraction of aforementioned Erot = 6×1054

M1
erg of a rapidly rotating black hole. Note that Egw[BH] ex-
ceeds the estimated output of gravitational wave emissions in
hyper-accreting black holes (Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003a),
Kobayashi & Mészáros(2003b)) with similar frequencies but
distinct time-frequency trajectories. In this process, BPJs
emanate along the spin axis of a rotating black bole with an

output E j accompanied by baryon-rich disk or torus winds for
a duration set by the lifetime of rapid spin of the black hole
with a time scale of about one minute (van Putten(1999)), sat-
isfying (van Putten & Levinson(2003), van Putten et al.(2011))
EBPJ � 4 × 1052

M1 (θH/0.5)4 erg, Ew ≥ 4 × 1053
M1 erg, where

θH refers to the half-opening angle of an open magnetic

flux-tube subtended on the black hole event horizon in its

lowest energy state. This outlook comfortably satisfies the
required energies for hyper-energetic events, in both Etot and
ES N ≥ 1

2βe jEw.

The anticipated negative chirps, associated with the expan-
sion of the Inner Most Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO) during relax-
ation of a near-extreme Kerr black hole to a slowly rotating black
hole can be effectively searched for by a dedicated Time Sliced
Matched Filtering (TSMF) method (van Putten et al.(2011)).
Model results show that spin down of black holes should be de-
tectable to a distance about ten times further out than the spin
down of neutron stars. Equivalently, they would be observable
at similar event rates if the relative branching ratio of CC-SNe
producing them is of order 1:1000.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The above line of argumentation shows that six (two) of the
hyper-energetic GRB-supernovae and GRB-afterglow emissions
such as listed in Table 1 cannot be produced by spindown of a
PNS (sPNS). This result follows from energetic limitations

of (s)PNS, leaving aside challenges to their formation (e.g.

Heger et al.(2005)). These events can, instead, be powered by
spindown of rotating black holes with a distinct prospect for their
gravitational waves of interest to LIGO, Virgo and the LCGT.

The proposed focus on electromagnetic priors exemplifies
a practical multimessenger approach, complementary to others
with similar scientific objectives focused on, e.g., long GRBs
and high- energy neutrino emissions (Baret et al.(2011)),
see further (Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010a),
Chassande-Mottin et al.(2010b), Pradier(2009),
van Elewyck et al.(2009)). An interesting open question is
incorporating priors in model-independent all-sky surveys in
gravitational waves (Abadie et al.(2011)).

It should be noted that GRB-SNe are very rare phe-
nomena compared to SN explosions without GRBs,
as only 0.4-3% of SNe-Ib/c become GRB progenitors
(Guetta & Della Valle(2007)). It implies that less, or much less,
than 1% of all CC-SNe produce GRBs. Given these rates one
can predict, on the basis of SN counts (Cappellaro et al.(1999),
Mannuci et al.(2005), Smartt et al.(2009)), a rate of about 0.5
up to 3.6 GRB-SNe per year within a distance of 100 Mpc
- the scale of the local Universe of interest to the planned

3

Sample of hyper-energetic CC-SNe and long GRBs

Etot = Eγ + Ek

Ek : from calorimetry on afterglow emissions and/or accompanying 
SN (if present, and observationally limited to 0.17 z)
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van Putten, Kanda, Tagoshi, Tatsumi, Masa-Katsu & Della Valle, 2011, PRD, 83, 044046

D ≈ 35 Mpc

Estimated sensitivity distances

Advanced detectors (LIGO-Virgo, LCGT): h~2e-24@1000Hz

spindown
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Conclusions

Some nearby galaxies (M51, M82) show frequent CC-SNe (1/10 years)

Long GRBs from prolonged BH spindown in CC-SNe and mergers

Accompanying magnetic torus winds may power hyper-energetic SNe
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17

Conclusions

Some nearby galaxies (M51, M82) show frequent CC-SNe (1/10 years)

Long GRBs from prolonged BH spindown in CC-SNe and mergers

Accompanying magnetic torus winds may power hyper-energetic SNe

Collaboration with observers

Develop a catalogue of nearby galaxies producing frequent CC-SNe

Downselect radio-loud hyper-energetic events and search for GWBs:

- needs dedicated optical survey
- LCGT pipeline for long bursts, manycore-GPU? 
  (presently 1000 hr/1hr TAMA data) 
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